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In this paper, we evaluate the performance of one type step-wise group
screening designs in which group-factors contain equal number of factors
in the initial step. We shall examine one type step-wise group screening
designs without errors in observations, considering the possibility of
cancellation of effects within group-factors. Expressions for the expected
total number of runs and the expected number of active factors detected
are obtained. The performance of one type step-wise group-screening
designs is then compared with the performance of multistage group

\ screening designs. Group screening designs have both biological and
industrial applications,

1. Introduction

In scientific experimentation, situations arise in which a large number of
potentially important factors must be examined. In such situations, there is often a
need for an efficient method of factors screening, due to limited resources required
for testing. One such method introduced by Watson [9] is the two stage group
screening. This method has been generalized to more than two stages by Li [1] and
Patel [6].

A basic assumption in group screening is that the direction of all suspected
effects are known or can be correctly assumed a priori. Under this assumption factor
levels can be assigned in such a way that there is no cancellation of effects within a .
group-factor. In practice, however, this assumption may be inadequate.

The notion of step-wise group screening was introduced by Patel and Manene
[7] basing their method on the group testing procedure introduced by Sterrett [8].
Odhiambo and Manene [5] considered step-wise group screening design with errors
in observations. Manene [2] has referred to step-wise group screening designs

Key words and phrases: one type step-wise designs, group-factors, initial step, type one search steps,
cancellation of effects, screening efficiency.
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considered by earlier authors as one type step-wise designs and extended these to
two type step-wise design.

Mauro and Smith [3] considered rhe performance of two-stage group screening
when the assumption of known effect direction is false. Odhiambo [4] generalized
this approach and assessed the performance' of multistage group screening, when
there is a non-zero probability of cancellation of effects within a group factor. The
purpose of this paper is to use the approach in Odhiambo [4] to assess the
performance of the one type step-wise screening, when there is a non-zero
probability of cancellation of effects within a group-factor. The performance of the
one type step-wise group-screening designs shall be compared to the performance of
multi-stage group screening designs.

2. Assumptions
Suppose that f factors are to be screened for their effect on the response. For

detecting the factors having major effect, it is usually adequate to assume a first-
order linear model

f
Yu =130 +I 13ixui +Cu'

i=1

(2.1)

where Yu is the U
1h response, 130 is a constant common to every response,

13i (i 2: 1) is the linear effect of the /h factor in the U
1h run, and Cu is the u1h error

term.

In addition to (2.1), we shall assume that;

(i) All factors, have independently the same probability PI of having a positive
effect and the same probability P2 of having a negative effect. Thus the probability

of a factor being active (defective) is P = PI + P2.

(ii) All active factors have the same absolute effect, /l 2: 0, that is

{
/l' if factor i is active

l13i 1= . ....0, If factor liS mactive.

(iii) The screening procedure is performed without experimental errors. This means
that we take e; =0 in (2.1).

These are basically the same assumptions made by Mauro and Smith (1982)
and Odhiambo (1986).

Suppose that it is designed to classify f factors as active or inactive using the
one type step-wise group screening procedure. The initial step of this procedure'
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consists of dividing the f factors into - g1 first order group factors each of size

k] (f = k, g]). The first order group factors are then tested for their effect and those
found to be effective are set aside. In step one of type one search steps, we start with
any effective first order group-factor and test factors within it one by one till we find
an active factor.

We -set aside factors that are found to be inactive, keeping the active factor
separate. In step two of type one search steps, the remaining factors are re-grouped
in a group-factor which is then tested for its effect. The test procedure carried out in •..
step one and step two of type one search steps are repeated successively in the
subsequent type one search steps till the analysis terminate with a test on a non-
effective group-factor or with a group-factor of size one. Type one search steps are
performed on all the first order group-factors found to be effective in the initial step.

Since there is no experimental error, it is possible to use designs with the
smallest number of runs in the initial step, i.e. the number of runs required to test g
group factors is g + 1 , where the one extra run is the control run. This control may
be used at every step of the one type step-wise design.

3. The Expected Number of Runs

Suppose that there are f factor divided into g group-factors in the initial step,
such that each group-factor contains exactly k-factors. Let X denote the number of
factors with positive effects and Y denote the number of factors with negative effects
contained in a group factor of size k in the initial step. Let

PI = Prob. a factor chosen at random has a positive effect.

P2 = Prob. a factor chosen at random has a negative effect.

Then

{

k! pXpY(l P P l-x-y x+y~k

P b (X Y )
x! y! (k - x - y)! ] 2 - ] - 2 '

ro. =x, = y =

0, otherwise,

which is the trinomial distribution with parameters k], PI' P2' This distribution wi11

subsequently be denoted by B (x; y; P1' P2' k).

At any step of type one step-wise design, a group-factor is active if it contains
at least one active factor. However, an active group-factor will have a significant
effect, i.e. will be effective if and only if the factor effects do not cancel completely
within the group-factor. Let us define

p' = Prob. (a group factor at the initial step is active)
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and 19= Prob. (agroup factor at the initial step is effective). Then

• kP = 1-Prob. (x = 0, y = 0) = I - (I - PI - P2) (3.1)

and

19= 1-Prob.(x = y)

k/2

=1-(I-PI-P2l-L B(x;x;PI,P2,k)
x=1

• o:=P - (3.2)

where

o: = p' -19, (3.3)

is the probability of cancellation within a group-factor at the initial step.

Let M denote the number of active group-factors and N denote the number of
effective group-factors in the initial step. Then,

l(g) p' (1- p')g-m, m =0, 1,... g
f(m)=Prob.(M=m)= m

0, otherwise

(3.4)

and

l(g) en (l-B)g-n, n=O,I,···g
f(n)=Prob.(N=n)= n

0, otherwise.

(3.5)

Thus, we have

E(M)=gp' and E(N)=ge. (3.6)
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Let P; (x, y) be the probability that a group-factor that has been identified as
effective in the initial step contains exactly x factors with positive effects and y
factors with negative effects for x, y = 0,1,2, ... k, x # y. This gives

• ( ) 1 k! x y ( )k-x- y ( )Pk x, Y = --- Pl P2 1 - Pi - P2 X + Y # 0, x # Y .
f) x!y!

(3.7)

Denote by EkR(x.y) (x,y=0,1,2, .. ·,k,x#y,0:::;x+ y<k), the expected

number of runs required to analyze a defective group-factor of size k that was found
to be effective (either positive or negative) at the initial step if it contains x factors
with positive effects and y factors with negative effects. If x:;t; ° and y = 0, then

s, (R(x,y)) reduces to s, (R(x,o)) which is equal to s, (Rx) given by Patel and

Manene [7]. Thus

xk x 2x
Ek (R( o))=--+x+---- x=l 2 .. · k.

x, x + 1 x + 1 i ' ", (3.8)

Similarly if x = ° and y # 0,

yk y 2y
Ek (R(o ))=--+ y+----,y=I,2, .. <k.

.y Y + 1 y + 1 k
(3.9)

It follows that

and

However, if x =y , i.e. the number of active factors with positive effects equals the
number of active factors with negative effects, then the effects cancel completely and
such a group-factor is dropped from further analysis in the initial step. Thus,

k
Ek (R(x.x)) =0, x=0,1,2, .. ,,-.

2
(3,10)

We now prove two lemmas, which will be required to prove the theorem,
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LEMMA 3.1. The expected number of runs required to analyze a defective
group-factor of size k containing one factor with positive effect and two factors with
negative effects is given by

E (R ) _ 13 k 29 7 7
k (1,2) -18 +9--;;- 3k(k-l) (3.11 )

PROOF. There are two cases to consider, namely

(i) the first active factor detected has a positive effect;

(ii) the first active factor detected has a negative effect;

Considering case (i), the probability that the first factor rested has a positive
I

effect is -, and the probability that the (/+ 1)lh factor tested is the first active factor
k

and has a positive effect is

TI' k -(w+ I) I
w=1 k-(w-I) k-I

On the average we shall require I + I + Ek_1 (R(O,2) tests to complete the test

procedure if the first factor tested is active and has a positive effect, and
I + I + I + Ek_(I+I) (R(o,2) tests to complete the test procedure if the (l + 1)lh factor

tested is the first active factor and has a positive effect.

Considering case (ii), the probability that the first factor tested has a negative

effect is ~ and the probability that the (I + 1)lh factor tested is the first active factor
k

and has a negative effect is

TI' k - (w + I) 2
w=, k -(w-I) k-/

On the average we shall require 1+ 1+ Ek_1 (R(I,I) tests to complete the test

procedure if the first factor tested is active and has a negative effect, and
1+1 + I +E k-(I+I) (R(1,I) tests to complete the test procedure if the (I + 1)lh factor

tested is the first active factor and has a negative effect. It follows that
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k-3
" I k-(w+l) 1+~ ITw=1 _.-(l +1+1+ Ek-(l+l) (R(O 2»)

k - (w - 1) k - / .
1=1

.,,~;
~ I k-(w+l) 2

+~ ITw=I---'---~ {/ +1+1+ Ek-(l+l) (R(l.l»}'
1=1 k-(w-l) k-/

(3.12)

Rewriting (3.12) by using (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain

k-l 1 2 2 4e, (R(l.2»=-k-k_l (2+"3(k-l)+2+"3- k-l)

k-2 1 2 2 4
+---. -(3 +-(k -2) +2+----)

k k-l 3 3 k-2

k-3 1 2 2 4
+----(4+-(k-3)+2+----)

k k-l 3 3 k-3

+ ...

21 2 2·4
+--(k -1 +-(2) +2+- --)

k k-l 3 3 2

2 2
+..·+--(k-I).

k k-I

That is,
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1 k-2 2 k-2

s, (R(1,2») = k (k -1) L"=1 (i + I)(k - i) + L (k - i)2
3k (k -1) i=1

8 ~ (i + 1)_ 4 (k - 2)
+ 3k (k -1) 'fr k (k -1)

2 k-2

+ k (k -1) ~ (k - i)(i + 1).

Simplifying we obtain equation (3.11). This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3.2. The expected number of runs required to analyze an effective
group-factor containing one factor with positive effects and three factors with
negative effects are given by

E (R ) - 47 k 529 9 7
k (1.3) - 60 + 120 -k- 2k(k-I) (3.13)

PROOF. We again consider the two cases highlighted in the proof of Lemma 3.1
above. Considering case (i), the probability that the first factor tested has a positive

effect is J.. and the probability that the (/+ l/h factor tested is the first active factor
k

and has a positive effect is

n~-1k-(w+3)_I_.
- k-(w-I) k-I

On the average we shall need 1+ 1+ Ek-1 (R(o,3») tests to complete the test

procedure if the first factor tested is active and has a positive effect, and
/ + 1+ 1+ E K -(1+1) (R(o,3») tests to complete the test procedure if the (/ + I)lh factor

tested is the first active factor and has a positive effect.

For case (ii), the probability that the first factor tested has a negative effect ist and the probability that the (I + l)" factor tested is the first active factor and has

a negative effect is
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TI~_I k-(w+3) 3 .
- k-(w-l) k-/

On the average we shall need 1+ 1+Ek_1 (R(1,2» tests to complete the test

procedure if the first factor tested is active and has a negative effect; and
1+ 1+ 1+ Ek_(I+I) (R(1,2» tests to complete the test procedure if the (I + 1)'h factor

tested is the first active factor and has a negative effect. Thus

k-4
"'" 1 k - (w + 3) 1

+ ~ TIw=1 (/ + 1+ 1+ Ek_(/+I) (R(o 3»)
1=1 k-(w-I) k-I '

k-4 .
"'" 1 k-(w+3) 3

+ ~ TIw=1 (I + 1+ 1+ +Ek_(/+I) (R(\ 2»')
1=1 k-(w-I) k-/ '

(3.14)

Using (3.9) and Lemma 3.1 in (3.14), expanding the resulting expression and
simplifying we obtain

(3.15)

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. Using the same argument as that used in the
proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain .

E (R )_37k+497_!2_ 14
k (1,4) - 45 90 k 3k (k - 1) (3.16)

E (R ) - 77 k 259 9 7
k (2,3) - 180 + 90 - 2k - 3k (k -1) (3.17)
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E (R )_107 k 1663 13 35
k (1,5) -126 + 252 -1:- 6k(k-I) (3.18)

and

E (R )_28k+217 _!_ 14 .
k (2,4) - 45 45 k 3k (k - 1). (3.19)

Let R~ denote the number of tests required to analyze a group-factor of size k
that is known to be effective. Then

k k

E(R~)= I I s, (R(x,y»)Pk (x,y)
x=o y=o

k k=" " E (R )B(x;Y;PI,P2,k) ( + <k)L.J L.J k (x,y) () X Y - .
x=o y=o

(3.20)

Denote by R, the number of tests required to analyze all the factors in the N
effective group-factors type one search steps. Then

s, =NE(R~). (3.21)

Let R be the total number of runs required to analyze the f factors under
investigation. Then

R=R, + Rs, (3.22)

where R, = 1+ f is the number of runs in the initial step.
k

Using (3.6), (3.20) and (3.21) in (3.22) and taking the expected value on both
sides we obtain

k k

E(R) = 1+{ + { I I s, (R(x,y» B(x;y; PI' P2, k).
x=o y=o

(x+ y:;;,k) (3.23)
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THEOREM 3.1. Let R denote the total number of runs required to classify as
e ective or non-effective all the I' factors under investigation in a one type step-

ise group-screening experiment. Then

. . 2
x (_J_k + j +_J j)]

j+l j+l k

+21 (k -3) (94k3 +435e -1609k +660) (pf + pi) (1- p/-4),

there ' p] , is the a-priori probability of a factor being effective with positive effect

d ' P2' is the a-priori probability of a factor being effective with negative effect
p = p] + P2), and k is the size of the group-factor at the initial step.

PROOF. From (3.23), we have

ince p, the apriori probability of a factor being effective is usually small, we can
Ifl sume that there are no more than four effective factors in an effective group-factor.
l'his assumption is possible since the probability of getting more than four effective
f ctors in an effective group-factor is very small. Using this assumption we have

f f 4'k . 2 .
E(R): 1+-+-[L (_.J_+ j +-!--..l...)[B(O;j;p], P2,k)

k k j=] J + 1 } + 1 k .

4 4
+B(J;O;P],P2,k)]+ L L e, [R(x,y)]B(x;y;P],P2,k)]

x=] y=1

(x + y ~ 4, x;c y). (3.24)
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Now

4 4
I I e, [R(x.y)]B(x;Y;PI,P2,k)
x~1 y~1

-e, [R(I,3)] B (1; 3; PI, P2, k) + e, [R(3,I)] B (3; I; PI' P2, k)

(x + Y ~ 4, x;f: Y, x + Y ~ k). (3.25)

Using (3.1 I), (3.15) and noting that EdR(x,y»= Ek(R(y,x» and that r=», +P2'

The proof of the theorem follows by using (3.25) in (3.24) and simplifying the
resulting expression.

4. Expected Number of Active Factors Detected

Let AI denote the number of active factors within active group-factors
declared non-effective in the initial step. Then

AI = (M - N)kp. (4.1)

Denote by Ek [I(x,y)], the expected number of active factors declared inactive in

type one search steps, from among the k factors within an initial step group-factor if
the group-factor contains x factors with positive effects and y factors with negative
effects. Obviously

(4.2)

and

(4.3)
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To obtain Ek [1(.x,y)], x;z!:y, x, Y = 1,2, k, x + y ~ k; we consider the order in which

the active factors occur for given x and y and the corresponding number of
undetected active factors in each case. As an illustration, consider the case when x =
1 and y = 2. Then the possible orders in which active factors appear are as indicated
in Table I, using '-' for negative effect and '+' for positive effect.

Table I

Determining 1(1,2)

Possibilities 1(1,2)

- - + 2

- + - 2

+ - - 0

Thus

214 (4.4)Ek [1(12)]=2x-+Ox-=-.
, 333

Similarly

e, [1(1,3)]=1 (4.5)

4 (4.6)e, [1(1,4)]=5

14 (4.7)E k [1(2,3)]="5

2 (4.8)s, [1(1,5)]= 3"

and

32 (4.9)s, [1(24)]=-', 15
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Let A.,o denote the number of undetected active factors in a group-factor of
size k which was found to be effective in the initial step. Then

k k

E [Aso] =I I s, [/(x,y)] r, (x, y).
x=O y=O

(x+y50k) (4.10)

Denote by A, the number of undetected active factors within the N group-factors of

size k found to be effective in the initial step. Further, let A denote the total number
of undetected active factors from among the r factors under investigation. Then

-0 (4.11 )As = NE[As ]

and

A = A, + As' (4.12)

Thus

E[A] = E[A,] + E[A,] (4.13)

Using (3.3), (3.6), (4.1), (4.10) and (4.11) in (4.13), we obtain

. _ . f k k

E[A]=jpB +T I I s, [/(x,y)]B(X;Y;P),P2 k) (x+ y s k). (4.14)
x=O y=O

THEOREM 4.1. Let A denote the total number of undetected active factors in a
one type step-wise group screening design in which an active factor has either a
positive effect or a negative effect with respective probabilities PI and

P2 (PI + P2 = p). Then

- • (k -1)(k - 2) . k-3 2 2' k-4
E(A)=jpB + jpIP2[4p(l-p) +(k-3)(PI +P2)(I-p) ](4.15)

6

where f is the number of factors under investigation, k is the size of each group-
factor at the initial step and B* is the probability of cancellation within a group-
factor of size k.
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PROOF. In equation (4.14), if we assume that an initial step group-factor
contains no more than four active factors, then using equations (4.4) and (4.5), we
have

= f {i[B (1; 2; PI' P2' k) + B (2; 1; PI' P2' k) + B (1; 3; PI' P2, k)
k 3

+B(3; 1; PI' P2, k)}. (4.16)

Simplifying (4.16) and substituting the resulting expression in (4.14), we obtain
(4.15), which completes the proof.

Let A be the total number of active factors that are detected in a one type step-
wise group screening design. Then

E(A)=fp-E(A)

_ fj {fj e. (k -1)(k - 2) fj=p-p + PIP2
6

x [4p (1- p)k-3 + (k -3)(pf + pi)(l- p)k-4]), (4.17)

where fp is the expected total number of active factors among the f factors under
investigation.

S. Comparison of Relative Performance of One Type Step-Wise Group
Screening and s-Stage Group Screening

To measure the efficiency of the one type step-wise group screening design, we
need to obtain the efficiency of detecting active factors and the relative testing cost.
Let us define

tPA = 100E[A]
fp

(5.1)

as a percentage measure of the efficiency of a one type step-wise group screening
strategy for detecting the active factors.
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As another measure of the efficiency of a one type step-wise group screening
procedure we define the relative testing cost,

E _IOOE(R)
R - !+ 1 (5.2)

as the ratio, expressed in percentage, of the expected number of runs required by a
one type step-wise group screening design to the number of runs required to test the
factors individually.

A large value of ¢A or a smaller value of E R indicates better performance on
the average, but both measures should be considered in assessing the performance of
a group screening strategy since they trade off with one another. Only if one group
screening design has both a high efficiency ¢A and smaller value of the relative

testing cost ER than another screening strategy, can the former be said to be
definitely better than the latter.

Expressions for E (R) and E (A) for the one type step-wise group screening
design are given in Theorem 3.1 and equation (4.17) respectively. Odhiambo [6]
gave the corresponding expressions for an s-stage group screening design as

$-1

E(R,,)=I+g+ L "J=lg/1,-1 +!Os_1
,=2

(5.3)

and

s-I

EcAs)=fp(l- L 0;)
,=1

(5.4)

respectively, where gj (j = 1,2, .. ·, s -1) is the number of the /h order group-

factors, 0, (r = 1,2,··· s - 1)probability that an r'h order group-factor is effective and

0; is the probability of cancellation in an r" order group-factor
(r =1,2,.. ·,s -1, s ~ 2).

Table II shows the relative performance of one type step-wise group screening
designs as compared with the two stage group screening designs. The table indicates
that two-stage group screening designs are more efficient in detecting active factors
than the one type step-wise group-screening designs. However, the one type step-
wise group screening designs have lower relative testing cost.
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From Table III we observe that one type step-wise group screening designs are
more efficient in detecting active factors than the three stage group-screening
designs. For P ~ 0.030, we observe that the one type step-wise group screening
procedure has also a lower relative testing cost. Thus one, type step-wise grouping
screening is definitely better than the three stage group screening for P ~ 0.030.

Table II. Relative performance of type one step-wise and two Mp-stage group screening designs for f=
100 and specified values of Pi and P2.

Type One ste -wise group screening Two stage group screening
p PI P2 k Min. ER ¢A k Min. ER ¢A

.001 .0006 .0004 46 5.5 99.92 32 7.18 99.97

.002 .0012 .0008 33 7.4 99.85 23 9.7 99.96

.003 .0018 .0012 27 8.87 99.77 19 11.62 99.93

.004 .0024 .0016 24 10.13 99.68 17 13.24 99.90

.005 .003 .002 21 11.38 99.64 15 14.64 99.88

.008 .0048 .0032 12 14.03 99.41 12 18.15 99.81

.009 .0054 .0036 11 14.85 . 99.34 11 19.17 99.80

.01 .006 .004 11 15.61 99.20 11 20.12 99.75

.02 .012 .008 8 21.88 98.36 8 27.67 99.52

.03 .018' .012 7 26.69 97.61 7 33.38 99.22

.04 .024 .016 6 30.72 96.75 6 38.03 99.02

.05 .03 .02 5 34.25 96.17 5 42.17 98.97

.06 .036 .024 5 37.36 94.78 5 45.71 98.56

.07 .042 .028 5 40.17 93.30 5 49.05 98.10

.08 .048 .032 5 42.7 91.72 5 52.17 97.60
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Table III. Relative performance of type one step-wise and three-stage group screening designs for f= 100
and specified values of PI and P2.

Type One step-wise group screening Three stas e group screening
p PI P2 k Min. ER ¢A kl k2 Min. ER ¢A

.002 .0012 .0008 33 7.4 99.85 70 8 5.54 99.63 .

.003 .0018 .0012 27 8.87 99.77 54 7 6.92 99.52

.004 .0024 .0016 24 1O.l3 99.68 44 6 8.15 99.44

.005 .003 .002 21 1l.38 99.64 40 6 9.25 99.23

.008 .0048 .0032 12 14.03 99.41 30 5 12.19 98.95

.009 .0054 .0036 II 14.85 99.34 28 5 13.06 98.84

.01 .006 .004 11 15.61 99.20 27 5 13.91 98.61

.02 .012 .008 8 21.88 98.36 18 4 21.08 97.75

.03 .018 .012 7 26.69 97.61 16 4 27.00 96.33

.04 .024 .016 6 30.72 96.75 15 4 32.23 94.82

.05 .03 .02 5 34.25 96.17 15 4 36.96 92.71

.06 .036 .024 5 37.36 94.78 15 4 41.27 90.70

.07 .042 .028 5 40.17 93.30 16 4 45.23 87.9

.08 .048 .032 5 42.7 91.72 17 4 48.86 85.31

6. Applications of Group Screening Designs

Group screening designs can be applied in blood screening for infectious
diseases as HlY (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) during blood, donations for
blood banks in Hospitals. Inspection of pooled samples of the blood may lead to
detection and exclusion of the infected donated blood thus enhancing the safety of
the blood recipients. In industry, group screening designs are used to identify the
best catalyst for a chemical reaction from a large number of chemicals which act as
catalysts. Group screening designs have also been used as a cost effective approach
for screening chemical compounds as part of the drug discovery process in
pharmaceutical companies. On the other hand, group screening designs with
allowance of cancellation of effects, can be applied to cases where we anticipate that
the factors that we wish to detect may interact with the possibility of neutralization,
leading to non-detection of some of these factors.
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